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Modera
for every mode.
What mood are you in today? What do you

want to do?

Do you want  to be out all day and go to the 

movies with your friends, or watch the TV show 

you've been looking forward to see in your room?

Do you want to dance all you want while listening 

to music or to create artwork that reflects your 

imagination? As you are thinking about doing all 

these, don't you want to be in a room that can 

keep up with you and reflect your mood?
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Blue.. for modern 
and sportive taste
If you want to reflect the dynamism you have in your 

soul; you can perfect your room with the help of expertly 

designed, quality textured blue shades…
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Young and 
Elegant!
Everything has been thought of, down to the smallest 

detail, so that you can feel as elegant as you wish in 

your room. The accessories that have the perfect 

colors to fulfill your dreams are just perfect for you!



How do you like to organize your 

clothes; by color or category?

Modera wardrobes offer a greater 

storage space for your clothes with 

their high volüme and functional 

interior design. 
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Where dreams 
come true.
Everything starts with a little dream. This is where you 

start dreaming and overcome all the obstacles in ilfe;

Your study room…

Modera Desk allows you to easily concentrate with its 

simple design. Don’t forget, you can achieve anything 

you set your mind to!
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Everything is at your 
fingertips.
Pen, paper, phone, tablet, charger; anything you need...

Organize your stuff the way you like with Modera Desk and

reflect your sense of neatness.



Unusual 
design...
This is your room... Modera has modules 

equipped with functional features to share 

your every excitement... In this room; If 

you want, a dresser can turn into your play 

corner!
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If you want
it to be unique!
Although under normal cirmustances; you can dance 

full of energy all day, sometimes you just want to be 

in a calm and peaceful place. This is the evidence that 

you are already unique!
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For you to 
concentrate better.
Get away from anything that distracts you. Modera desk 

provides an efficient studying environment with its simple and 

elegant design. Having a place where you can feel comfortable 

has never been more valuable.
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For 
bookworms
Are books an indispensable part of your life?

Then we have a bookcase that will take your study 

room out of the ordinary and make it ‘your’ room’. 

With the Modera Library, you can have extra space for 

your books and organize your room as you wish.



No ‘out of charge’ 
anymore.
Enjoy uninterrupted music, movies and TV shows with

the USB port at your bedside!
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Small room, 
great solution.
The base bed has been specially designed for a cozy 

and comfortable sleeping place. Of course, while it 

was being designed, great solutions were thought of 

so that you can fit all your belongings into your room.
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Studying  
having fun.
Enjoy studying together! The desk, which offers 

great solutions for small rooms, makes studying an 

entertaining activity.



Just 
dream.
While it looks like a bunk bed, it's definitely much

more than that! Special for siblings who like to

daydream together before going to sleep.

Wide lower bed is designed for those who want to

eliminate the borders in between.
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Together 
as one!
Sisters and brothers playing and sleeping 

together in the happiest part of the house… 

Line Bunk Bed is the right choice to feel the 

happiness that increases when shared. 
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Everything
in one place
The 4 doors-wardrobes, where 

you can store all your items, 

are designed to meet your 

needs.
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With its ventilation capsules, it allows your clothes to 

breathe. With its breathable structure, it will keep your 

clothes clean for much longer.

Isn't that exactly what you wanted, too?

Wardrobes,  
features...



We thought of your safety, too!

We used special hinges..

Soft closing 
hinges.
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Save space...

Are the clothes you have chosen 

suitable for your mood?

Find it out now on the mirrored 

wardrobe cover!

For limited 
spaces.



Lighting
Options

02  › Select Ceiling Lamp
 35x87x35 cm | Code:21.10.6362.00
03  ›  Select Lampshade
 23x43x18 cm | Code:21.10.6361.00

01  › Rainbow Led Table Lamp
 15x31x15 cm | Code:21.10.6373.00

04  ›  Energy Ceiling Lamp
 36x100x36 cm | Code:21.10.6364.00
05  ›  Energy Lampshade
 23x45x23 cm | Code:21.10.6363.00

02 04 

03 01 05 
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06  ›  Cosmos Metal Ceiling Lamp
 39x67x39 cm | Code:21.10.6368.00
07  ›  Cosmos Lampshade
 27x49x27 cm | Code:21.10.6367.00

08  ›  Elegans Ceiling Lamp
 39x67x39 cm | Code:21.10.6359.00
09  › Elegans Lampshade
 27x49x27 cm | Code:21.10.6358.00

10  › Dark Ceiling Lamp
 29x60x29 cm | Code:21.10.6371.00
11   › Dark Table Lamp
 17x70x17 cm | Code:21.10.6370.00

06 08 10

07 09 11 



Chair
Options

02  › Quatro Chair Beige
 50x85x50 cm | Code:21.08.8482.00
03  ›  Relax Chair Rose
 61x95x54 cm | Code:21.08.8497.00

01  › Relax Chair Navy Blue
 61x95x54 cm | Code:21.08.8498.00

04  ›  Modern Chair Grey
 66x95x66 cm | Code:21.08.8492.00
05  ›  Relax Chair Brown
 61x95x54 cm | Code:21.08.8484.00

02 04 

03 01 05 
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06  ›  Summer Chair Beıge
 44x87x49 cm | Code:21.08.8495.00
07  ›  Soft Chair Beige
 56x96x60 cm | Code:21.08.8494.00

08  ›  Dark Chair
 53x82x45 cm | Code:21.08.8483.00
09  › White Pearl Chair
 59x87x60 cm | Code:21.08.8503.00

10  › Exclusive Chair
 54x81x50 cm | Code:21.08.8493.00
11   › Black Pearl Chair
 59x87x60 cm | Code:21.08.8504.00

06 08 10

07 09 11 



Carpet
Options

02  › Pasific Carpet (115x180)
 115x180 cm | Code:21.07.7690.00
03  ›  Pop Carpet (133x190)
 133x190 cm | Code:21.07.7689.00

01  › Match Carpet Pink (120x180) 
120x180 cm | Code:21.07.7703.00

04  ›  Energy Carpet (135x200)
 135x200 cm | Code:21.07.7684.00
05  ›  Prime Carpet (115x180)
 115x180 cm | Code:21.07.7691.00

02 04 

03 01 05 
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06  ›  Select Carpet (135x200)
 135x200 cm | Code:21.07.7683.00
07  ›  Match Carpet Grey (120x180)
 120x80 cm | Code:21.07.7704.00

08  ›  Cool Carpet (135x200)
 135x200 cm | Code:21.07.7688.00
09  › Point Carpet Grey (115x180)
 115x180 cm | Code:21.07.7697.00

10  › Dark Carpet (135x200)
 135x200 cm | Code:21.07.7686.00
11   › Pixel Carpet (130x190)
 130x190 cm | Code:21.07.7705.00

06 08 10

07 09 11 



Curtain
Options

02 › Dressy Tulle Powder (210x260)
 160x260 cm | Code:21.05.5311.00
      › Dressy Background Curtain Beige (100x260)
 100x260 cm | Code:21.05.5304.00

01  › Dark Sheers (160x260)
 160x260 cm | Code:21.05.5201.00
      › Dark Curtain (160x260)
 160x260 cm | Code:21.05.5301.00

03 ›  Select Sheers (160x260)
 160x260 cm | Code:21.05.5198.00
      ›  Select Curtain (160x260)
 160x260 cm | Code:21.05.5298.00

01

02

03
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04 ›  Dressy Tulle Grey (210x260)
 210x260 cm | Code:21.05.5309.00
      ›  Dressy Background Curtain Grey (100x260)
 100x260 cm | Code:21.05.5308.00

05 ›  Cool Sheers (160x260)
 160x260 cm | Code:21.05.5203.00
      ›  Cool Curtain (160x260)
 160x260 cm | Code:21.05.5303.00

06 › Dressy Tulle Beige (210x260)
 210x260 | 21.05.5305.00
      › Dressy Background Curtain Mustard (100x260)
 100x260 | 21.05.5310.00

07 ›  Energy Sheers (160x260)
 160x260 cm | Code:21.05.5199.00
      ›  Energy Curtain (160x260)
 160x260 cm | Code:21.05.5299.00

04 

05 

06

07



Bed Cover
Options

01  › Slide Duvet Set
 160x220 cm | Code:21.02.4254.00

02  ›  Denim Bed Cover
 145x230 cm | Code:21.04.4419.00

01 

02 
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03  ›  Calm Duvet Set
 160x220 cm | Code:21.02.4255.00

04  ›  Hide Bed Cover
 145x230 cm | Code:21.04.4418.00

05  ›  Vernal Duvet Set
 160x220 cm | Code:21.02.4256.00

03 

04 05



Bed Cover
Options

01  › Dream Bed Cover
 180x230 cm | Code:21.04.4482.00

02  › Energy Bed Cover
        140x230 | Code:21.04.4413.00
         170x230 | Code:21.04.4412.00

01

02 03
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04  › Dark Bed Cover
 165x235 cm | Code: 21.04.4414.00
 190x235 cm | Code: 21.04.4416.00

05  › Select Bed Cover
 140x230 cm | Code: 21.04.4411.00
 170x230 cm | Code: 21.04.4410.00

03  › Freedom Bed Cover
 175x235 cm | Code:21.04.4489.00

04

05



MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS

1. Manufactured of particle boards coated with melamine with the thickness of 25mm,  
 16mm and 8mm under E1 standards.
2. The straight and curved edges of the board are covered with 0.40 and 2mm thick PVC  
 foil, which is glued with polyurethane-based glue.
3. 2mm rounded edge band is used in the areas where the user will come into contact  
 with the product in order to prevent user from being harmed.
4. Blum brand self-integrating track hinges with brake are used for the doors.
5. Blum brand tandem rails with a carrying capacity of 15 kg are used for the drawers.
6. The surface of the metals is coated with electrostatic paint and the metals are
 guaranteed against corrosion for 5 years.
7. The plastic parts used in the series are made of injected ABS raw material and do not  
 pose a threat to human health.
8. A special wooden handle is used for the series.
9. Hangers are produced from anodized coated extruded aluminum profiles.

SAFETY AND CERTIFICATE

1. It is technically designed in accordance with TÜV GS (Europe) standards regarding  
 safety, health and ergonomic conditions.
2. Wall connection devices are used in the products to prevent modules such as cabinets,  
 bookshelves and dressers from tipping over.



FUNCTIONAL DETAILS

1. There is a ventilation capsule in the cabinet.
2. There is a mirror and a shelf made of ABS material in the 3-Door Wardrobe.
3. Desired notes can be taken on the writing board of the Working Unit with the pen and  
 eraser supplied with the product. Pens can be hung and clamped on the rubbers on the  
 blackboard.
4. The door of the library, which opens downwards, opens and closes silently and easily  
 with its shock absorber feature. It is also safe against possible accidents/jamming.
5. The top drawer in the nightstand and the first two drawers in the dressers are divided.
6. There is a USB port at the head end of the bed and bed bases. In the Fabric Bedstead,  
 the USB can be positioned on the right or left according to user preference.
7. The volume of the plinth of 100 is 475 liters, and the volume of the plinth of 120 is
 570 liters.
8. The upper bed of the bunk beds is suitable for the age group of 6+, and a bed with a  
 maximum height of 22 cm should be used for safety.
9. Bunk bed ladders are designed to be non-slip.
10.The carrying capacity of the bed, base, bottom bed and bunk beds is 130 kg.
11. Owing to the wheels at the bottom and the curved space at the front, the lower bed  
 can be easily pushed and pulled under the mattress.



› 4 Doors Wardrobe
 206x206x61 cm | Code: 20.50.1008.00

›  Fabric Headed Bed With Base (100x200)
 109x119x211 cm | Code:20.50.1707.00
›  Fabric Headed Bed With Base (120x200)
 129x119x211 cm | Code:20.50.1708.00

›  Fabric Headed Bed (100x200)
 109x115x211 cm | Code:20.50.1314.00
›  Fabric Headed Bed (120x200)
 129x115x211 cm | Code:20.50.1315.00
›  Pull-Out Bed (90x190)
 198x23x93 cm | Code:20.50.1312.00
›  Safety Bar
 84x39x3 cm | Code:20.50.1702.00

›  Modera Bed (100x200)
 104x115x220 cm | Code:20.50.1311.00
›  Modera Bed (120x200)
 124x115x220 cm | Code:20.50.1316.00
›  Pull-Out Bed Wıth Partitions (90x190)
 198x24x122 cm | Code:20.50.1313.00

›  Large Dresser 
 96x83x46 cm | Code:20.50.1202.00

›  Dresser With Cover
 130x65x51 cm | Code:20.50.1204.00

›  Ottoman With Drawer
 90x41x43 cm | Code:20.50.1902.00

›  Nightstand
 48x50x41 cm | Code:20.50.1602.00

›  3 Doors Wardrobe
 138x206x61 cm | Code: 20.50.1007.00

›  2 Doors Wardrobe
 104x206x61 cm | Code: 20.50.1001.00
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›  Medium Sliding Wardrobe
 163x206x65 cm | Code: 20.50.1006.00

›  Large Bunk Bed (120x200 - 90x200)
 210x161x137 cm | Code:20.50.1403.00

›  Modera Box Unit
 120x33x27 cm  | Code: 20.50.1109.00
›  Shelf Unit
 120x40x14 cm | Code:20.50.1108.00
›  Young Study Desk
 130x76x71 cm | Code:20.50.1107.00

›  Study Desk
 118x104x29 cm | Code: 20.50.1106.00
›  Study Unit
 120x75x57 cm | Code:20.50.1105.00

›  Tall Dresser 
 63x102x46 cm | Code:20.50.1203.00

›  Small Sliding Wardrobe
 130x206x65 cm | Code: 20.50.1005.00

›  Line Bunk Bed (90x200) 
 97x160x214 cm  | Code:20.50.1404.00

›  Medium Bookcase
 71x182x35 cm | Code: 20.50.1502.00



To get to know the 
Çilek world closer, 
all you have to do is 
scan the QR code.

cilek.com
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